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Editorial

Dear Readers,
A lot has happened here since the last Customer Magazine! As you have perhaps already
read in trade journals, we are pleased to be able to introduce Werner Wagner as our new
Managing Director. The likable STAHL CraneSystems “veteran” has held the reins of our company
firmly in his hands since 1 March. As a specialist for off-standard solutions STAHL CraneSystems
is in demand for challenging projects all around the globe. We will report on a few of the
most interesting of them in this issue. In a really topical article, we will show you a off-standard
solution weighing 25 tonnes which we supplied to a Russian customer in April 2009. Other application reports lead you to Ireland and Dubai, among other places. You can read about how
STAHL CraneSystems contributes to generating environmentally friendly power in the Swiss Alps
and how together with our partners we develop customised solutions for our customers, and
the heart-warming story of the charity golf tournament for a children’s hospice in Birmingham.
Have fun reading, and of course many thanks for your interest in STAHL CraneSystems!
Yours, Thomas Kraus, Head of Marketing, STAHL CraneSystems
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Come up through
the ranks _
Werner Wagner is our
new Managing Director
Nothing is as constant as change. And this includes STAHL CraneSystems. So we are pleased to report that Werner Wagner (49)
has been appointed new Managing Director of STAHL CraneSystems
in Künzelsau from 1 March 2009. His responsibilities include
sales, administration and organising STAHL CraneSystems’ international
subsidiaries. Alongside Werner Wagner, Dr. Thomas Peukert will
continue to steer the company’s course in the fields of production and
technology. Werner Wagner succeeds Sebastian Brandes who is
returning to his home region of Niedersachsen for personal reasons.
In the person of Werner Wagner, STAHL CraneSystems is appointing
a man who has come up through the company’s ranks. Hardly anyone
is as intimately acquainted with the company as he is, he has in manner
of speaking grown up in the company. After completing his studies
in mechanical engineering, the freshly graduated engineer began
his career in 1985 in the department for off-standard design. After
holding executive functions in the departments for series hoists /design,
sales /order processing and project planning, for several years
Werner Wagner acted as product manager for wire rope hoists and
components. In 2000, he took over control of sales and export and
assumed responsibility for the subsidiary companies situated around
the world and their organisation.
Wagner is taking on the management of the company in turbulent
times, however he is motivated and confident: “I want to lead the
company as safely as possible through this economically difficult period
and try to do things better than the others. Now we all have to pull
together!” He is not worried that his amicable relationship with many
members of staff will suffer. “We have always worked as a team
over all levels of the company and avoided red tape and we’ll continue
to do so in the future,” says Werner Wagner.

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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135 t winch, 3 wire rope hoists
and 12 m cross-beam
Off-standard hoist for Russia
The team in Ettlingen has in recent weeks demonstrated once again that
STAHL CraneSystems is a specialist for unusual crane technology solutions.
The experts in South-West Germany developed an off-standard solution

Customer:
Overall width
Deadweight

URAL-STAHL
12.4 m
25,000 kg

Main hoist

winch
SHWF 8225-08 12/2-1
135 t
26.4 m
0.2 – 1.2 m/min

weighing 25 tonnes, equipped with a 135 t winch as main hoist and three
auxiliary hoists, for the Russian crane manufacturer URAL-STAHL.
The customer wished to transport both particularly heavy parts and long steel

S.W.L.
Height of lift
Hoisting speed

beams with a single off-standard hoist. This off-standard solution was
produced from field-proven standard components: a 20 t auxiliary hoist which

Auxiliary hoist

enables lighter loads to be transported at speed is situated parallel to
the centrally positioned heavy duty winch. In order to be able to lift the long
steel beams safely, the hoist is equipped with a raised off-standard

S.W.L.
Height of lift
Hoisting speed

wire rope hoist
AS 7100-16 4/2-1
20 t
28.5 m
1.0 – 6.3 m/min

cross-beam 12 m long, at the ends of which two further 10 t auxiliary hoists are
mounted, at an angle of 90°. The two hoists have been prepared for the
customer’s tandem operation. However in extreme cases, the auxiliary hoists
mounted on the beam could cause the crab to tilt, so that they are automatically disconnected if the loads differ by more than 4,000 kg.

After several weeks spent planning, manufacturing and assembling, the
exciting moment arrives: is everything connected correctly? Does the control
work? Relief spreads through the team when all the tests have been
completed successfully. The off-standard solution cannot be transported in
one piece due to its weight and size. Now the team begins to dismantle
the hoist. The lorries from Russia have arrived a day earlier than was planned.
However then everything happens very quickly and the new off-standard
hoist leaves the factory on time. That’s a good thing, as the next off-standard
solution is already waiting.
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Auxiliary hoists 2 x wire rope hoist
SH 6050-16 4/2-1
S.W.L.
10 t
Height of lift
28.5 m
Hoisting speed 1.3 – 8.0 m/min

1

b
2

d

4.02 m

c

a
c

1 Auxiliary hoist mounted at rear for fast lifting of
lighter loads

12.4 m

c

c
3

a
b
c
d

Main hoist, winch of 135 t S.W.L.
Auxiliary hoist, wire rope hoist of 20 t S.W.L.
Auxiliary hoists, two wire rope hoists of 10 t S.W.L. each, prepared for tandem operation
Off-standard cross-beam

2 Connecting bolts enable auxiliary hoists to be
mounted simply

3 Floating off-standard endcarriage distributes
weight more efficiently and offsets uneven crane
runways

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Displaying what’s inside it _
Powered by STAHL CraneSystems
You as our customer know that you can rely on us.
That’s a good feeling, isn’t it?
Now you can pass some of this on, as our
new trademark “powered by STAHL CraneSystems”
shows everyone what’s in your crane.
As specialists for top quality hoisting technology,

or the variable dual chain hoist have come into

drive technology and control technology we equip

being. The desire for progress has made STAHL

cranes all over the world with our crane components.

CraneSystems a global player in crane technology.

Wherever maximum reliability, low maintenance

Today, the engineering team places its expertise

requirements and utmost flexibility are required,

at the disposal of crane and systems manufacturers

crane manufacturers like to use crane technology

all over the world: in collaboration with local

from STAHL CraneSystems. Crane and system

companies, STAHL CraneSystems develops suitable

manufacturers can now demonstrate to the outside

solutions for tricky projects. And if there should

world that they rely on leading edge technology

be any problem, the factory’s service depart-

by using the trademark “powered by STAHL Crane-

ment will assist the engineers on site in their work.

Systems”. STAHL CraneSystems is a sought after
partner particularly when off-standard solutions are

become a well thought-out, innovative off-standard

required. In the course of its 130 years’ history

solution. And the new trademark “powered by

the company has drawn attention with pioneering

STAHL CraneSystems” will show that your crane is

innovations over and over again. Most recently,

not just a crane.

off-standard designs such as the twin drive concept
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With our help, your standard crane will

Austrian CraneSystems
Partner of STAHL CraneSystems
For many years, Herbert Lehner efficiently managed

and is thus always well informed about current

STAHL CraneSystems’ subsidiary in Steyregg,

new developments and technical details. In addition,

Austria. His speciality was and remains building

the Austrian company will enjoy active support in

and selling his own designs, for example the

marketing and trade fair activities – on both regional

“Made in Austria” radio-controlled crane and other

and national level. As is the case with all crane

concepts. Now this experienced crane manu-

manufacturers who sell our hoists, Herbert Lehner

facturer has decided to go independent and found

and his team can rely on professional engineering

Austrian CraneSystems.

assistance and make use of the STAHL Crane-

As a partner of STAHL CraneSystems,

Systems factory service department in difficult cases.

Herbert Lehner will continue to sell exclusively

We wish Austrian CraneSystems a success-

high-quality crane technology from Künzelsau,

ful start and are pleased to have such a competent

however in the service sector he wants to

partner in Austria.

make a fresh start with Austrian CraneSystems:
“We are going to tighten the mesh of our service
network and intensify contacts to customers.
Our customers appreciate having someone on the
spot to give them qualified advice – and that
precisely is our strong point” says Herbert Lehner.
As a certified partner company, Austrian
CraneSystems is in close contact with STAHL
CraneSystems’ crane technology specialists

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Applications

Transportation systems

Lifting platforms

Portal cranes

Modular, universal, powerful _
the SR wheel block system

Storage and retrieval machines

> Components
Crane systems

Wheel blocks – the inconspicuous multitalents in the STAHL CraneSystems range.
The fields of application of the reliable giants are however practically unlimited:
storage and retrieval machines, portal cranes or stadium roofs – with our wheel
blocks you can set practically anything heavy in motion. The components of
the SR modular wheel block system come from the field-proven series programme.
This systematically modular system is designed for wheel loads from 5 t to 30 t.

Architectural applications

The wheel blocks are flexible in use thanks to numerous different mounting methods.
As with all our components and systems, the SR wheel block system is available
as an option in explosion-protected design.

Conveying systems

Advantages
Versatile for wheel loads from 5 t to 30 t in six frame sizes _ Flexible five
standard configurations for connecting to customers’ supporting
structures _ Reliable SF drives for every requirement, as low-maintenance
direct drives _ Choice drives available on request with innovative
SFD frequency inverter mounted directly on motor _ Maintenance-friendly
wheel can simply be drawn out to the front _ Field-proven series
components offering maximum performance _ Compact with space-saving
pancake gear on request
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Forceful crane technology _
Van Haagen B.V. relies on STAHL CraneSystems

> Wire rope hoists

The Dutch crane manufacturer van Haagen

One international project brought van Haagen and CraneSolutions

Kraanbouw B.V. builds heavy duty and

to Balbriggan near Dublin, Republic of Ireland, where Techrete Ltd.

portal cranes, one of its specialities is lattice

was building its new Irish headquarters. Techrete Ltd. is the leading

girders. Its customers include companies

developer and manufacturer of prefabricated cladding for architectural

from the structural steel sector, road and

applications on the British and Irish market. The building was

tunnel construction, ship-building, concrete

constructed solely from prefabricated elements following the latest

plants and field factories – in Holland

architectural standards.

and all around the world. This traditional

On the exterior, a semi-portal crane from Haagen B.V., spanning

company, which also used competitors’

50 m and equipped with STAHL CraneSystems technology, runs

hoists in the past, decided on STAHL Crane-

along the building. Two SHR6025 wire rope hoists with 10 t S.W.L. permit

Systems some years ago and has since

a lifting height of 14 metres. In addition to standard functions such

used solely high-quality crane technology

as lifting/lowering, cross and long travel, the crab has a slewing drive

“made in Hohenlohe”. Van Haagen is assisted

and it is possible to operate both wire rope hoists in synch.

locally by our Dutch crane manufacturing
partner CraneSolutions B.V.

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Humans used the power of water even 2000 years ago to drive heavy
millstones. Nowadays, electricity is generated with hydropower:
without emitting CO2 or consuming fossil fuels. Thus hydropower plays
a major role in developing the generation of renewable energy.
The Grimsel, the “reservoir of the Alps” is the best hydropower location
in Switzerland thanks to a high level of precipitation and steep
gradients. The Oberhasli power plants (KWO) have been producing
clean, environmentally friendly energy here since 1925 – today,
9 hydroelectric power stations on 8 lakes generate electricity for
1 million people. The existing plants are to be successively extended
and modernised to boost production.
One of these hydroelectric power plants is Grimsel I. Previously,
three turbines were operated at an altitude of 2000 m above sea level in
a cavern below the Grimsel Lake. The investment plan envisaged
removing the outdated Oberaar pump and the old machine and replacing
them with a new supply turbine with 30 MW output, 20 MW more than
was produced by the two old machines together. Lowering the turbine
by 30 m was intended to further increase the yield.

> Crane technology

Two specialists at a high altitude _
85 t maintenance crane at 2
Ever since the cavern had been built, an old 135 t crane had been
used for maintenance work on the turbines. However the maximum
height of lift of the rope winch was insufficient for it to be used
for subsequent inspection work on the new lowered machine. On this
account, KWO invited tenders for modifying the hoist, built in 1950,
to a lifting height of 40 m – while complying with the particular requirements specific to power plants.
STAHL CraneSystems frequently collaborates with selected
specialists for particular requirements. The Swiss company Amacher
Technik is a specialist for crane systems in power plants and in this
field has been a close partner of STAHL CraneSystems’ Swiss
subisidiary for 10 years. The company has made a name for itself with
Swiss power plant operators with controls specially adapted to
the requirements in power plants. When analysing the existing crane
system, the conclusion was reached that it was not practicable
to modify the old hoist within the narrow timeframe of one week and at
acceptable cost, and thus the installation of new, state-of-the-art
hoisting technology on an additional crane bridge was quoted. KWO
welcomed this suggestion and placed the order.
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STAHL CraneSystems installed an 85 t SHW8 rope winch as a

“newcomer” has stood the test to the full: in the following months it was

replacement. In addition, the power plant operators requested

used to erect the new hydroelectric plant and to transport building

an auxiliary hoist for installation work and transporting lighter loads,

materials to and from the construction pit until construction work was

and which was also to be used for work on the backflow valve in

completed. Since the end of construction work the winch has been

the gallery to the Räterichboden Lake 40 m lower down.

used for inspection work on the new turbine, an application demanding

For this work, STAHL CraneSystems installed a wire rope hoist with

maximum availability. During the short period in which the plant is

10 t S.W.L. which was designed with a relatively high auxiliary

taken offline and the heavy turbine lifted, dismantled, tested and finally

hoisting speed to accommodate the great heights of lift. Both hoists

reassembled, the hoisting technology must function perfectly and

have a maximum lifting height of 40 m. A team from Amacher Technik

a replacement be on the spot immediately in an emergency. Hoists from

went to Ettlingen where the off-standard control was installed and

STAHL CraneSystems have always stood the test in this type of

tested. Thanks to this technology, the power plant staff can control

application and the new system too has worked well since its installation.

the crane with extreme accuracy, hoisting and travelling speeds are in

The STAHL CraneSystems and Amacher Technik teams can congrat-

the region of a few millimetres per second.

ulate themselves on another successful off-standard project in a Swiss

In spite of the difficult transport conditions over the winding Grimsel

power station – it will surely not be the last.

pass and the restricted space in the cavern, the modification was
carried out on schedule. After only a week, erection had been completed,
the supply cables laid and the customer’s acceptance test passed
without any problems. Now the old and the new winch on their own
crane bridges work in parallel on the existing crane runway. The

t 2000 m above sea level

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Advantages
Cost-effective compact, robust construction
in state-of-the-art series production _ Safe with
anti-derail device and wheel arresters _ Fieldproven low-noise wheel drive _ Convenient
smooth starting and braking characteristics _
Adaptable simple adjustment to crane runway
profile, wide selection of equipment and
options available _ Long life low stress on crane
runway girder, maintenance-friendly

Endcarriages _
cost-effective and safe

> Components

Our field-proven crane endcarriages are safe
and cost-effective. You can select the right
endcarriage for your crane from the finely-graded
programme. With their compact, robust construction they are simple to mount on both suspension
and overhead travelling cranes.
State-of-the-art manufacturing processes

KEL endcarriages for single girder
overhead travelling cranes

and our certified quality assurance system guarantee consistently high quality and exact dimensional

maximum span 30 m
wheelbase (in mm)
2,500
3,150
4,000

S.W.L. (kg)
13,500
12,000
10,500

accuracy. Low-maintenance, lifetime-lubricated
wheel drives ensure smooth starting and braking
characteristics with minimum load swing; equipped
as standard with direct current disc brake.
Endcarriages from STAHL CraneSystems are also
available in explosion-protected design.
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KZL endcarriages for double girder
overhead travelling cranes

maximum span 30 m
wheelbase (in mm)
3,150
4,000
4,260
4,560

KEH endcarriages for
suspension cranes

maximum span 20 m
maximum S.W.L. 10,000 kg

S.W.L. (kg)
22,000
22,000
22,000
22,000

> Crane technology

Major project completed _
6 explosion-protected cranes commissioned
The STAHL CraneSystems subsidiary in the

the existing cranes in another LNG plant. To the gratification of Qatar

Middle East has supplied six 80 t overhead

Gas, STAHL Crane-Systems FZE managed to complete the whole volume

travelling cranes with explosion-protected

of the order within 14 months.

hoists to Qatar Gas. Qatar Gas is a major

The success of this project had a lasting impact. Just recently,

player in the LNG industry. This was the

STAHL CraneSystems has received the order for replacing four existing

largest single order in the history of STAHL

hoists. The 6.5 t hoists are unusual in that everything is duplicated to

CraneSystems.

ensure a completely failsafe design. As these hoists frequently caused

Supply and erection of the cranes was

problems during maintenance, Qatar Gas entrusted STAHL Crane-

a great challenge for the Dubai team. A 120 t

Systems with a feasibility study. The STAHL CraneSystems engineers

test stand was set up especially for this

worked closely with the engineers from Qatar Gas to optimise the

project in order to be able to test the cranes

existing design. In the end STAHL CraneSystems offered a solution which

before delivery (we reported on this in our

rectifies many of the difficulties criticised by Qatar Gas. It comprises

last issue). The hard work of the committed

a non-corrosive design, separate power supply and access to the hoist

team was ultimately crowned with success:

for maintenance – a total improvement on the original design of 25 %.

the project was completed ahead of schedule. Qatar Gas scheduled approximately
17 months for manufacturing and erecting the
six cranes and refurbishing and modernising

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Complete crane technology
for explosion protection experts
> Wire rope hoists
> Chain hoists

Electromach B.V. is a company in the R. STAHL Technology Group,
the world market leader for explosion-protected components and
control systems. The products are used in areas in which there
is a danger of gas or dust explosions, mainly in the oil, gas and petrochemical industries and at offshore locations such as refineries
and oil rigs.
Since it was founded over 40 years ago, Electromach has grown
vigorously and has frequently had to extend its headquarters in Hengelo
in the Netherlands. After the last possibilities for extension were
exhausted recently and Electromach was forced to manufacture the
large explosion-protected housings outdoors, Managing Director
Jan Wijnen fulfilled his dream: a year before his retirement, Electromach

14

Equipment
1 overhead travelling crane
with SH5025-20-4/1 wire rope hoist
1 overhead travelling crane
with SH3005-25-4/1 wire rope hoist
1 overhead travelling crane
with ST5020-8/2-1/1 chain hoist
1 KT2000 small crane system
with 3 x 500 kg crane bridges
Runway length: 19 metres
Hoists: ST05
1 KT2000 small crane system
with 1 x 500 kg crane bridge
and 1 x 250 kg crane bridge
Runway length: 19 metres
Hoists: ST05
3 pillar jib cranes
1 workshop gantry crane

has moved in April 2009 into its new home

STAHL CraneSystems crane technology. Erection took place in two

in a futuristic 7500 square metre new building

stages. First of all the large overhead travelling cranes were erected,

near Hengelo. The decision to purchase

placing great emphasis on not hampering the other building work.

the complete lifting equipment from the Dutch

The wide spans of the cranes made it necessary to transport two of the

crane manufacturer CraneSolutions – a

cranes inside the building from one shop to another. Shortly before

Dutch crane manufacturing partner of STAHL

the move, CraneSolutions dismantled the small crane systems in the old

CraneSystems – was taken early on.

factory and then reerected them in the new building in combination with

CraneSolutions erected three large single

the new systems. Thanks to perfect planning, all the work went smoothly.

girder overhead travelling cranes, several

Jan Wijnen has provided for the future of his company well.

small crane systems, three pillar jib cranes

And should space become too tight again soon, the new building offers

and a workshop gantry crane in April.

enough possibilities for extension to provide another 3000 square

All the cranes are naturally equipped with

metres of production area.

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Handling and trying out _
CeMAT and Intertech
“The two-storey open-plan concept stood out from all the others in Hall 12.
At our stand, everything was on the move, including the exhibits. Our
STAHLplus display case was a real eyecatcher.” Not only our staff enthused
about our appearance at the CeMAT last year. With the superb stand at
the world’s leading intralogistics trade fair, STAHL CraneSystems steps into
the industry’s limelight again after years of absence. In particular in view
of the reorganisation of the German sales force the company wanted to show
the flag. “For us it was important to exhibit particularly innovative products
and clearly express our competence on system solutions. Compared with our
competitors, we managed this pretty well.”, opined Thomas Kraus, Marketing
Director of STAHL CraneSystems. Reactions were resounding: everyone
who saw the stand enthused about it and visitors, customers and competitors
confirmed that STAHL CraneSystems had the best stand in the hall. What
made the stand so successful? “We struck just the right mix of a fresh presentation and our claim to innovation and technology.”, said Sebastian Brandes,
former Managing Director of STAHL Crane Systems.
The stand from the CeMAT 2008 can be seen again in May 2009 at the
Intertech in Dornbirn, Austria.
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pressreview
Birmingham plays golf

“(…) The company is the unchallenged world
market leader for explosion-protected
crane components. Whether in the chemical

After a seemingly endless summer of wind, rain and black clouds, the sun

industry or oil and gas extraction, wherever

finally showed its face punctually for the STAHL CraneSystems Charity Golf Day

there is a danger that gases or dusts could

last September. The Golf Day has been organised by the STAHL Crane-

ignite in the atmosphere and trigger explosions,

Systems UK subsidiary in Birmingham for many years now and helps to collect

STAHL CraneSystems is in demand with its

donations for the Acorn children’s hospice based in that city. The hospice

explosion-protected products. (…)”

assists families whose children have a limited life expectancy and who will

Issue 4/2009 in the article “Crane technology

probably never reach adulthood. Over the last 10 years, STAHL CraneSystems

specialist with a new strategy”.

has been able to collect over £ 100,000 assisted by numerous donors.
The day itself was a huge success – recognition of the hard work and
commitment of the STAHL CraneSystems team who had organised the event.
In addition to collecting donations, the day offered a good opportunity to
meet up with old friends and former colleagues and strike up conversations
with the numerous customers who had been invited. With the aid of generous

“(…) In the Grimsel I power plant, an

donations from our staff, suppliers and customers, the team was able to

obsolete 140 t maintenance crane could

collect over £ 12,000. In the evening, Steve Young, head of the UK subsidiary,

no longer cope with the work to be

congratulated a delighted John Overton of the children’s hospice, beaming

carried out. Modern, state-of-the-art crane

as he accepted the cheque. The positive reactions to and approval of our event

technology from STAHL CraneSystems

expressed by customers and suppliers, and the gratitude of the hospice,

now takes on the inspection work for the

make us feel very proud and reinforce our intention to reenact the Golf Day in

new lowered turbine.”

future years.

Issue 4/2009 in the article “New crane
bridge installed”

“With a close-meshed network of own
subsidiaries and professional crane manufacturing partners, STAHL CraneSystems
sells high quality crane components in
Germany and all around the world. With this
sophisticated sales system, STAHL CraneSystems links competent consulting by local
crane manufacturers, system manufacturers and distributors to the matured technology and development work which only
a global player can offer. (…)”
Issue 5/2009 Hohenlohe and Tauber-Franken
in the article “The Hohenlohe specialist for
crane technology”

The magazine of STAHL CraneSystems
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Spoilt for choice _
the most comprehensive, complete
range of hoists in the world
3

> Wire rope hoists
6

Type

S.W.L.
up to [kg]

SH 3

3,200

SH 4

6,300

SH 5

12,500

SHR 6

16,000

SH 6

25,000

AS 7

100,000

SHW 8

160,000

Standard

Standard
1/1 reeving

Reeving for
true vertical
lift

Stationary

OE double
girder crab

Option

KE
UE
DKE
monorail trolleys

7

This could be just the thing for you! In over 130 years and numberless
discussions with our customers, we have developed the most comprehensive range of hoists in the world. From 125 kilograms to 160 tonnes
– our hoist range offers the optimum solution for every application.
Naturally you can have all our hoists in explosion-protected design too.
And if you should have a special request, our engineering staff will be
pleased to work out a suitable off-standard solution for you.

9
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> Chain hoists

10

18

Type

S.W.L.
[kg]

ST 05

125 – 630

ST 10

500 – 1,000

ST 20

1,000 – 2,000

ST 30

1,250 – 3,200

ST 50

2,500 – 5,000

ST 60

3,200 – 6,300

Stationary

2

Professionals after three days _
training course for Kaulfuß
4

5

At regular intervals, STAHL CraneSystems offers
“Specialist and product training” for interested
crane manufacturers. The objective of the training
courses is to convey all necessary basic information
on STAHL CraneSystems products to newly em1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10

SHW 8 winch _ innovative design, for the heavy duty range
from 32,000 kg
TDC twin drive concept _ doubly safe, for transporting
molten metals and similar potentially dangerous materials
SH 6 wire rope hoist _ safe transport, dual rope design
provides true vertical lift
SH wire rope hoist _ top quality modular system offering
maximum flexibility
AS 7 wire rope hoist _ for the top S.W.L. range up to 100 t
ST chain hoist _ standard headroom
Short headroom trolley _ patented design,
headroom reduced by approx. 33 %
Extra short headroom trolley _ patented design,
headroom reduced by approx. 60 %
Explosion-protected chain hoist _ the new, stringent
ATEX regulations on mechanical explosion protection are
of course met
STD Vario dual chain hoist _ with electrically adjustable
distance between hooks, absolutely synchronous operation
even with loads of differing lengths

ployed fitters and engineers. A seminar was held
on the premises of Elektrobau Kaulfuß, a company
in Reinbek, in March. For three days, “Training
Seminar Engineer” Denis Zuni ć gave theoretical and
practical instruction on chain hoists, wire rope
hoists and evaluation devices. After completing
the seminar, the participants can erect, commission,
test and adjust or repair cranes equipped with
STAHL CraneSystems products unaided. At the end,
each participant received a certificate authorising
him to test STAHL CraneSystems cranes and
crane components in compliance with the accident
prevention regulations UVV BGV D6/8.

Your personal training course
Standard

Option

We would be pleased to hold a specialist
y

Push
trolley

Electric
trolley

Dual
chain
hoist

Entertainment
hoist

[Extra] short
headroom
trolley

Articulated
trolley

and product training course for your staff too.
Why not arrange a date with us!

+ 49 7940 128-2354
Petra Rückgauer
petra.rueckgauer@stahlcranes.com
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Crane Technology

Small Crane Systems

Wire rope hoists

32 pages

16 pages

16 pages

English

English

English

German

German

German

Spanish

French

French

Spanish

Spanish
Russian

SH ex wire rope

SHW 8 winch

hoist programme

4 pages

2 pages

English

English

German

German

16 pages

chain hoists

English

2 pages

German

English

French

German

Spanish
Russian

SR wheel block system _
modular, universal, powerful
Lifting technology | Drive technology | Control technology

ST explosion-protected

STAHL CraneSystems

ST chain hoists

system
4 pages
English
>
>

>
>

>
>
>

STAHL CraneSystems GmbH, Daimlerstr. 6, 74653 Künzelsau, Germany
Tel +49 7940 128-0, Fax +49 7940 55665, marketing@stahlcranes.com

SR wheel block

Universal _ can be used for wheel
loads from 5 t to 30 t in six frame sizes
Flexible _ five standard configurations
for connecting to customers‘
supporting structures
Reliable _ SF drives for every requirement, as low-maintenance direct drives
Your choice _ on request, drives equipped
with SFD frequency inverter mounted
directly on motor
Maintenance-friendly _ wheel can simply
be pulled out from the front of the block
Field-proven _ series components
ensure maximum performance
Compakt _ with space-saving pancake
gear on request

English (US)
German
French
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